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DEVELOPMENT OF SPATIAL VISUALIZATION SKILLS IN ENGINEER
EDUCATION
A. Árvai-Molnár
University of Debrecen, Faculty of Engineering

R. Nagy-Kondor
University of Debrecen, Faculty of Engineering

Subject: Descriptive Geometry, spatial ability.
In the University of Debrecen Faculty of Engineering, just like in the other
faculties, we can experience that the fundamental subjects have their difficulties:
there are huge differences between the pre-educations of the students [2] [4], in the
decrease of the number of lessons and education becomes multitudinous. The interest
and motivation of the students is very different. One of the problems of the
traditional teaching is that these problems can not be easily managed.
There was a requirement from our students’ side to make the constructions also
on computer and not by just the paper and pencil technique [1] [3], since they are
supposed to use different kind of software in practice in their future work.

[1] A. Árvainé Molnár: Interaktív tábla a műszaki ábrázoló geometria
oktatásában, 15th “Building Services, Mechanical and Building Industry
Days” International Conference, ed. Kalmár Ferenc, Kocsis Imre, Csomós
György, Csáki Imre, Debreceni Egyetem, (2009), 378-383.
[2] R. Nagy-Kondor: The results of a delayed test in Descriptive Geometry, The
International Journal for Technology in Mathematics Education (2008), 15/3,
119-128.
[3] R. Nagy-Kondor: Using dynamic geometry software at technical college,
Mathematics and Computer Education, Fall (2008), 3/42, 249-257.
[4] M. Turgut – R. Nagy-Kondor: Spatial Visualisation Skills of Hungarian and
Turkish prospective mathematics teachers, International Journal for Studies
in Mathematics Education (2013), 6/1, 168-183.
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MERGING B-SPLINE CURVES OR SURFACES
USING MATRIX REPRESENTATION
Szilvia Béla and Márta Szilvási-Nagy1
Department of Geometry, Budapest University of Technology and Economics

Subject: computational geometry, B-spline curves and surfaces.
Merging separately created B-Spline curves or surface patches is frequently
used in geometric modeling. This method reduces the size of the geometric
data, which need to be stored to represent the geometry of the model. The existing merging algorithms are computing numerical approximations via solving
a minimization problem given by certain geometric constrains[1-3].
In our talk we going to present a merging procedure which is based on the
matrix representation of B-splines. This representation form has the advantage
that the geometric conditions can be described without parameterising the
input curves. Moreover the matrix representation provides the efficiency of the
computations while solving the merging problem. Therefore first we present
an algorithm to derive the matrix representation of non-uniform B-splines with
reformulating the recursion of B-spline functions.
Our merging algorithm[4] represents the input curves and the approximating output curve by fourth degree B-splines. The input curves may join in one
point or having gap in between. The approximation technique compute the
minima of an objective function, which expressed by the squared difference of
the input and the output curves in some positions and their first derivatives.
The control points of the output curve are the solutions of a linear system.
We discuss several examples in order to show the behaviour of our algorithm. At the end of out talk we generalize this merging algorithm to stitch
B-spline surface patches together with merging their parameterlines.
[1] C.-L. Tai, S.-M. Hu, Q.-X. Huang, Qi-Xing: Approximate merging
of B-Spline curves via knot adjustment and constrained optimization.
Computer-Aided Design 35 893-899 (2003).
[2] H. Pungotra, G. K. Knopf, R. Canas: Merging multiple B-Spline surface
patches in a virtual reality Environment. Computer-Aided Design 42 847859 (2010).
[3] J. Chen and G.-J. Wang: Approximate merging of B-spline curves and
surfaces, Appl. Math. J. Chinese Univ. 25/4 (2010), 429-436.
[4] M. Szilvási-Nagy, Sz. Béla: Stitching B-spline curves symbolically KoG,
17 3-8 (2013).
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VISUALIZATION IN ENGINEERING GEOMETRY

A. Bölcskei
Institute of Architecture, Szent István University Ybl Faculty

J. Katona
Institute of Construction Management, Szent István University Ybl Faculty

Subject: descriptive geometry, virtual learning environment.
In this talk we introduce a modern virtual learning environment for geometry
education, which was developed at Ybl Miklós Faculty of Architecture and Civil
Engineering of Szent István University. In the frame of two Social Renewal
Operational Programmes (TÁMOP) on Teaching of Natural Sciences (esp.
Mathematics and Physics) in Higher Engineering and Computer Science Education
we prepared two digital course books [1,2], which help the individual understanding
along two semesters of Descriptive Geometry courses. These modern digital contents
aim to bridge the gap between the apparent and the necessary geometrical knowledge
of future architects and engineers. The structure of each chapter helps to develop
reliable spatial skills that can be used in practice in spite of experienced poor
performance of students in reading and comprehending mathematical texts.
The concept of a digital coursebook was based upon the functionalities of a
professional CAD system in the visualization of spatial problems in comparison to
the corresponding classical DG solutions by ruler and compasses [3].
[1] www. asz.ymmf.hu/geometria
[2] www. asz.ymmf.hu/geometria2
[3] Bölcskei A., Katona J.: Efforts in Descriptive Geometry Education and Their
Result, International Scientific Conference moNGeometrija (3, 2012, Novi
Sad), Proceedings 381-389.
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ISOPTIC SURFACES OF POLYHEDRA
G. Csima
Department of Geometry, Budapest University of Technology an Economics

J. Szirmai
Department of Geometry, Budapest University of Technology an Economics

Subject: isoptic curves, isoptic surfaces, spherical geometry, Euclidean space.

In our talk we would like to give a short review about the isoptic curves and
introduce the generalisation of the definition to higher dimensions. On this subject
there are no results so far. By using the spherical geometry, we give an algorithm to
determine the isoptic surface of convex polyhedral and we will use the Wolfram
Mathematica to visualise them.
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SPACE DESCRIPTION PROBLEMS IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
AND SOME USEFUL VISUAL TOOLS
Rita Kiss-György
Belvárosi I. István Secondary School, Székesfehérvár, Hungary

Subject: space description, typical problems, visual tools, National Curriculum.
I have been teaching Art and Design, Technical Description and Mathematics in
some classes.
I have experienced that space description, the position of objects in space and the
2 dimension-mapping and drawing appears to be more and more difficult. This
problem occurs in the Technical Description classes and last but not least in the Maths
lessons as well, mainly in the case of space-geometry.
I am going to present the topics of the new National Curriculum introduced in
2013 – the number of Technical Description and Art lessons have dramatically
decreased, so we have less opportunity to develop the space vision and space
perception.
During the last academic year (2013/2014) I analysed - with tests - how strengths
and weaknesses of space sight and description are influenced in everyday life. I tried
to explore the roots of the problem based on the results and to detect the causes of
typical problems.
In this academic year (2014/2015) I am going to measure with a shorter test the
students’ space visual skills before they start to study Technical Description, and I am
going to measure it at the end of the semester in order to be able to measure the
efficiency of my methods.
I would like to find and create some effective methods for the secondary school
students to improve their space description and space visual abilities during the lessons
based on the results of my survey.
Finally, I am going to present some methods and visual tools which can be found
in the household and I tried to apply it in my lessons.
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DINAMIKUS GEOMETRIA ALKALMAZÁSÁNAK MÓDSZEREI A
MÉRNÖKI ÁBRÁZOLÓ GEOMETRIA OKTATÁSÁBAN
Kovács András Zsolt
Építészeti Ábrázolás Tanszék, Budapesti Műszaki és Gazdaságtudományi Egyetem

Tárgy: ábrázoló geometria, dinamikus geometria.
A dinamikus geometriai programok (DGS) használata az utóbbi évtizedben
egyre szélesebb körben elterjedt a matematika különböző tudományterületeinek és
határterületeinek oktatásában. Manapság számos példát láthatunk arra, hogy ennek
megfelelően a DGS megjelent az ábrázoló geometria oktatásában is. Ezek a
szoftverek ugyanis filozófiájuknak és működési elvüknek köszönhetően alkalmasak
arra, hogy vetületi ábrázolásra és szerkesztésekre, valamint ezek demonstrálására
használjuk őket. Elsősorban azonban síkgeometriai szerkesztésekre lettek
kifejlesztve, így ha Monge-, axonometrikus- vagy perspektív szerkesztéseket
akarunk elvégezni, akkor megfelelő körültekintéssel kell eljárnunk, az alkalmazás
eszköztárát igény szerint bővítenünk kell és esetenként kompromisszumokra is
kényszerülünk. A DGS ábrázoló geometriai felhasználásáról születtek már cikkek
(például: [1], [2]), de minden részletre kiterjedő, átfogó értekezések még nem.
Ahhoz, hogy ilyen összefoglaló munka elkészülhessen először is két lényegi
kérdésre választ kell adnunk. Mire szeretnénk, illetve mire szabad használni a DGS-t,
és ez a használat az oktatás, azon belül is a mérnökképzés mely szintjén jelenjen
meg? Tananyagot szeretnénk vele fejleszteni? Csak az oktató által használt
demonstrációs eszköznek tekintjük, vagy a hallgató is használhatja interaktív
módon? Ez a használat passzív vagy aktív legyen? Ha aktív, azaz a hallgatónak
valamilyen szinten el kell sajátítania a program használatát, akkor mi legyen az a
szint. Ha ez megtörténik, akkor a DGS megjelenhet-e a számonkérésekben? Esetleg a
közeljövőben kiválthatja ez az eszköz a hallgatóknál a körzővel és vonalzóval történő
szerkesztést is?
Ahhoz, hogy ezeket a kérdéseket meg tudjuk válaszolni, meg kell vizsgálnunk
azt, hogy a különböző felhasználási lehetőségeknek mik a módszerei, mik az
esetlegesen felmerülő problémák. Máshogy kell ugyanis eljárnunk és más
problémákba ütközünk, ha szerkesztési feladatot készítünk elő, vagy ha órai
demonstrációt készítünk. Másra kell odafigyelni, ha csak bemutatunk egy
szerkesztést, vagy ha a hallgató interaktív módon tekintheti meg a szerkesztéseket.
[1] R. Nagy-Kondor: Spatial Ability, Descriptive Geometry and Dynamic
Geometry Systems. Annales Mathematicae et Informaticae 37 (2010),
199210.
[2] S Tomiczková, M Lávička: Computer-Aided Descriptive Geometry
Teaching. Computer in Schools 30 (2013), 4860.
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MODELLING NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
USING GEOGEBRA
P. Körtesi
Institute of Mathematics, University of Miskolc

Subject: dynamical geometry, Non-euclidean Geometry, models
Beside the applications in Geometry, the dynamical interactivity of the two
windows, the Geometry and Algebra windows of GeoGebra makes it extremely suitable
for the applications in modelling. One can easily visualize and analyse
different models of the non-euclidean geometries like the Beltrami-Klein (CayleyKlein) or the Poincarémodels.
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THE EUCLIDEAN VISUALIZATION AND MODELLING THE 8
HOMOGENEOUS THURSTON 3-GEOMETRIES
E. Molnár
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Institute of Mathematics,
Department of Geometry

I. Prok
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Institute of Mathematics,
Department of Geometry

J. Szirmai
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Institute of Mathematics,
Department of Geometry

Subject: Thurston geometries, visualization, discrete problems in Thurston
geometries.
These so-called Thurston geometries are well known. Here E3, S3 and H3 are the
classical spaces of constant zero, positive and negative curvature, respectively; S2 × R,
H2 × R are direct product geometries with S2 spherical and H2 hyperbolic base plane,
respectively, and a distinguished R -line with usual R -metric; ~SL2R and Nil with a
twisted product of R with H2 and E2, respectively; furthermore Sol as a twisted product
of the Minkowski plane M2 with R. So that we have in each an infinitesimal (positive
definite) Riemann metric, invariant under certain translations, guaranteing homogeneity
in every point.
These translations are commuting only in E3, in general, but a discrete
(discontinuous) translation group - as a lattice - can be defined with compact
fundamental domain in Euclidean analogy, but some different properties. The additional
symmetries can define crystallographic groups with compact fundamental domain,
again in Euclidean analogy, moreover nice tilings, packings, material possibilities, etc.
We emphasize some surprising facts. In Nil and in ~SL2R there are orientationpreserving isometries, only. In Nil we have a lattice-like ball packing (with kissing
number 14) denser than the Euclidean densest one [3],[8]. Moreover, in [7] we have
formulated a conjecture for the densest geodesic ball packing with equal balls in the
Thurston geometries. In Sol geometry there are 17 Bravais types of lattices, but
depending on an infinite natural parameter N > 2 [4]. Except E3, S3, S2 × R, H2 × R
there is no exact classification result for possible crystallographic groups.
Our projective spherical model [2] is based on linear algebra over the real vector
space V4 (for points) and its dual V4 (for planes), upto positive real factor, so that the
proper dimension is 3, indeed. We illustrate and visualize the topic in the Euclidean
screen of computer with some new pictures and animations mainly in H3, ~SL2R,
Sol and Nil on the base of our publications [1], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] .
[1] J. Katona - E. Molnár- I. Prok - J. Szirmai, Higher-dimensional central projection
into 2-plane with visibility and applications. Kragujevac Journal of Mathematics,
Vol. 35, Number 2, [2011], 249—263.
[2] E. Molnár: The projective interpretation of the eight 3-dimensional homogeneous
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geometries. Beiträge zur Algebra und Geometrie (Contributions to Algebra and
Geometry), 38/2 (1997), 261-288.
[3] E. Molnár - J. Szirmai: Symmetries in the 8 homogeneous 3-geometries.
Symmetry: Culture and Science, 21/3, [2010], 87-117
[4] E. Molnár - J. Szirmai: Classifications of Sol lattices. Geometriae Dedicata,
161, (2012), 251-275.

[5] E. Molnár - J. Szirmai - A. Vesnin: The optimal Packings by translation balls in
SL(2,R). Journal of Geometry 105 (2) (2014), 287-306.
[6] J. Szirmai: Simply transitive geodesic ball packings to S 2 x R space groups
generated by glide reflections. Annali di Matematica Pura ed Applicata 193/4
(2014), 1201-1211.
[7] J. Szirmai, A candidate to the densest packing with equal balls in the Thurston
geometries, Beiträge zur Algebra und Geometrie (Contributions to Algebra and
Geometry, 55/2 (2014), 441- 452.
[8] J. Szirmai: The densest geodesic ball packing by a type of Nil lattices. Beiträge zur
Algebra und Geometrie (Contributions to Algebra and Geometry), 48/2 (2007),
383–398.
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VISUALIZATION OF DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY
WITH GEOGEBRA
L. Németh
Institute of Mathematics, Faculty of Forestry,
University of West Hungary.

Subject: descriptive geometry, GeoGebra.
In the applications of descriptive geometry, in technical and architectural
planning, using the computer software products is essential. Several CAD software
exist in the „market” satisfying general and special needs, and the engineer students
get to know some of them during their studies. Descriptive geometry is a base subject
for the technical subjects and we can use different computer software in teaching. For
the base drawings we can successfully apply GeoGebra software.
Several geometrical basic drawings have been done by GeoGebra, but only a few of
them are in connection with descriptive geometry. In my lecture I would like to present
some descriptive geometrical basic drawings that are widely used in everyday teaching.
This software can be applied both during the descriptive geometry university lectures
and seminars. An advantage of its usage is that special important steps of the
constructions can be emphasized and showed repeatedly, if necessary. At any time
during the presentation of the construction we are able to change the figure. We can
show how the drawing changes if we use different data, and we have the opportunity to
create in real time the special cases too. After the lectures the students are able to see the
drawings in their own computers as a java application, and will be also able to correct
their own drawings.
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ON EXPERIENCES ABOUT TEACHING COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Ildikó Papp, Henrietta Tomán
Department of Computer Graphics and Image Processing,
Faculty of Informatics, University of Debrecen

Subject: 3D modeling, applied geometry, education, SolidWorks
Computer engineering was introduced as an optional course for undergraduate
students at the Faculty of Informatics, University of Debrecen. The course is open for
students of bachelor’s degree program in Engineering and in Software Information
Technology. The number of students interested in computer engineering has
increased in the last few years, hence there are two or three groups for this course in
each semester.
In case of successful completion of this course, students will be able to draft, edit and
solve spatial modeling problems at beginner and advanced level, but the majority of
students have never encountered computer 3D modeling before this course.
In this talk we discuss our experiences about the courses (syllabus, compulsory
and optional exercises, successes and difficulties, future plans) and some of the most
(un)successful student works will be also presented.

Figure 1: Student homework assignments made by D. Gecsei, B. Uzonyi and
F. Pásztor, respectively
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METHODICAL DIFFERENCES IN
IN THE TEACHING OF DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY
IN THE CASE OF STUDENTS OF MATHEMATICS AND OF ARCHITECTURE
Johanna Pék
Department of Architectural Representation, Budapest University of Technology and Economics

Subject: descriptive geometry, teaching.
In my talk, I explain the differences in the teaching of Descriptive Geometry
in the case of students of Mathematics and of Architecture.
Because of the differences between the two faculties, the abilities, the scope
of interests and the skills of the students are different. The main aspects of
comparison are the spatial visualization ability, the abilities of drawing, the
knowledge of geometry and the ability for abstract thinking.
At the and of my talk, I would like to present some of my course materials
made using GeoGebra and Gimp2.
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SECANTOPTICS
A GENERALIZATION OF ISOPTIC CURVES
M. Skrzypiec
Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science of UMCS in Lublin, Poland

Subject: Differential Geometry: Curves in Euclidean space, Geometric evolution equations.
The set of intersection points of appropriate pair of secants to a given oval
C form a curve which we call a secantoptic Cα,β,γ of an oval C. We examine
whether well known properties of isoptics of plane, strictly convex curves can
be generalized for secantoptics of ovals. During these studies we find relations
between notions of secantoptics, evolutoids, hedgehogs and isoptics of a pair
of curves. We give the equation of secantoptic in terms of a support function
of a given oval and derive that a mapping associated with secantoptics is a
diffeomorphism. Its jacobian suggested existence of a certain vector Q, which
is very useful to describe many properties of secantoptics by formulas similar
to adequate formulas for isoptics. Our main result is that any evolutoid of a
given oval C is a hedgehog and that any secantoptic Cα,β,γ of an oval C, is an
isoptic of a pair of required evolutoids. We give the formula for curvature of
secantoptics and also formulate and derive a relation called the sine theorem
for secantoptics. We prove some Crofton-type formulas for secantoptics and
give a necessary and sufficient condition for secantoptic to be convex. At the
end we show isoptics and evolutoids of an oval studied in the space of oriented
lines. We prove a geomeric condition for convexity of isoptics using this point
of view.
[1] M. Skrzypiec: A note on secantoptics.Beiträge Algebra Geom. 49 no. 1,
(2008), 205-215.
[2] W. Mozgawa, M. Skrzypiec: Crofton formulas and convexity condition for
secantoptics. Bull. Belg. Math. Soc. - Simon Stevin 16, No. 3, 435-445
(2009).
[3] W. Mozgawa, M. Skrzypiec: Some properties of secantoptics of ovals.
Beiträge Algebra Geom. 53 no. 1, (2012), 261-272.
[4] W. Mozgawa, M. Skrzypiec: Integral formula for secantoptics and its application. Ann. Univ. Mariae Curie-Skodowska, Sect. A 66, No. 1, 49-62
(2012).
[5] R. Langevin, M. Skrzypiec: A new approach to isoptic curves, preprint.
[6] M. Skrzypiec: A note on evolutoids of an oval, preprint.
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MISSING LINKS –
OR MISSING TERMS?
L. Strommer
Department of Architectural Representation, Budapest University of Technology and Economics

Subject: geometry in architecture, vault-shapes, spire-shapes.
The metaphoric use of the architectural term “spandrel” stirred an ongoing
debate amongst biologists ever since Gould and Lewontin [1] began to use it to
designate the possible presence of an underlying constraint concealed underneath the
primary adaptive evolution. Daniel C. Dennett [2] pointed out that their reasoning
was based on the mixed use of the strict and loose definitions of the same term – but
in a sense the new meaning became self-fulfilling: it “spandrelized” itself.
Nonetheless, this mistake can be taken as a warning that we can easily run into
problems even in the case of relatively well-known and simple architectural shapes.
The ordinary definitions of terms describing these shapes are promarily based on
intuition – the most common solution being the use of a figure instead of a strict
definition. And even if we find definitions, they often contradict themselves, or the
figures that are supposed to illustrate them.1
Obviously, it would be highly important to decrease these terminological
deficiencies in the education of architectural engineers. The lecture describes a few
shapes without proper distinctive definitions – geometrical “niches” in the “adaptive
landscape” of architecture that are to be covered – and provides some guidelines for
their categorisation also.
[1] S. J. Gould and R. C. Lewontin: The Spandrels of San Marco and the
Panglossian Paradigm: A Critique of the Adaptationist Programme,
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, vol. B.205, no.1161 581–598,
1979. http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/205/1161/581.full.pdf
[2] D. C. Dennett: Darwin's Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meanings of
Life. Simon & Schuster, New York 1995.

Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pendentive) defines the pendentives as “triangular segments of
a sphere, taper to points at the bottom and spread at the top to establish the continuous circular or
elliptical (sic!) base needed for the dome” – and yet, two of the seven figures show non-triangular shapes,
and another one depicts a cylindrical surface.
1
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THE GEOMETRY OF 3D-PRINTING
M. Szilvási-Nagy
Department of Geometry, Budapest University of Technology and Economics

Subject: layered manufacturing, triangle mesh, plane section.
3D-printing or layered manufacturing is the basic technique of rapid prototyping. In layered manufacturing the material is removed or stiffened along
the contour curves of consecutive plane sections. In this process accurate plane
sections consisting of one or more closed polygonal lines is a basic requirement.
The models to be manufactured are usually presented by triangle meshes as
in many surface-oriented applications.
In CAD systems different triangulation algorithms have been implemented
to create discrete representations of surfaces. A possible numerical representation of a triangle mesh is described in an STL (stereo lithography) format
which became practically industrial standard of data exchange. Typical industrial tessellations can have hundreds of thousands of triangles.
The set of triangles contained in an STL file are stored one by one independently of each other during the triangulation process. The data are the
following: for each triangle three coordinates of the normal vector and three
coordinates of the vertices ordered in counter clockwise direction (Figure 1).
There is no topological information about neighboring relations in this data
structure. The identification of the vertices is possible within a tolerance value
of their distances. This can be done while reading the file by comparing the
vertices of the actual triangle with those of read earlier [2]. At the end of this
reading process a polyhedral data structure can be constructed and used in the
computation of plane sections. Our data structure is an edge-based polyhedral
representation, which is more advantageous for solving intersection problems
than e.g. a vertex-oriented data structure [1].
We have implemented a slicing algorithm in a Java program. The input
surfaces are triangle meshes represented in different formats, also in STL files.
The plane section shown in Figure 2 has been computed by this program
developed by the author for teaching purposes [3].
[1] M. Szilvási-Nagy: An Algorithm for Determining the Intersection of Two
Simple Polyhedra. Computer Graphic Forum 3 (1984), 219-225.
[2] M. Szilvási-Nagy and Gy. Mátyási: Analysis of STL Files. Mathematical
and Computer Modelling. 38 (2003), 945–960.
[3] M. Szilvási-Nagy: slice, a Java program for slicing triangulated surfaces.
http://www.math.bme.hu/∼szilvasi
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Figure 1: Data in the STL file and the constructed polyhedral data structure

Figure 2: Plane section of a triangulated surface
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER-BASED VISUAL DEMONSTRATIONS
IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION
M. Szoboszlai
Department of Architectural Representation
Budapest University of Technology and Economics

Subject: visual communication, descriptive geometry, CAD, software integration
Use of state of the art computer aided drafting and design application turned
into one of the most crucial question in engineering education in the last twodecades. Besides studying theoretical disciplines, students are expected to acquire
practical, ready-to-use engineering skills in design by using CAD programs. CAD
programs become more and more complex and sophisticated tools in engineering
practice year by year. Newly graduated engineers will raise the level of usage of
those CAD programs which usually are company standards after a while and reached
a satisfactory usage among older users.
While trying to introduce newer and newer versions and even new systems of
CAD applications we are facing to a problem: what graphical applications should we
use for helping teachers job in basic subjects like descriptive geometry.
The other main question is about didactic use of computers and visual
demonstrations in lecture halls and classrooms. Some years ago slide-driven courses
were promising. Then there were some debates on Powerpoint-based lectures [1].
Should we integrate several software applications or should we seek for coursewaretools which will not satisfy demands on our pedagogical purposes? I demonstrate
cases when software-integration helps more, than tailored courseware packages.
[1] Young, Jeffrey R.: When Computers Leave Classrooms, so Does Boredom.
Chronicle of Higher Education, v55 n42 Jul 2009.
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PROBLEM-BASED ENGINEERING COURSES
Světlana Tomiczková
Department of Mathematics, University of West Bohemia, Plzeň

Subject: teaching, geometry, system of dynamic geometry.
It is a modern trend at technical universities today build curricula from
request of future engineers. Engineers needs knowledge about curves, surfaces,
offset or transformation. We can offer them courses in which they get useful
skills. Therefore it is important to introduce real problem and show which
geometric tools and skills are useful for solving this problem. Also we want
to show how to solve geometric problems in different way and how systems
of dynamic and interactive geometry can make teaching and learning process
more effective and interesting.
[1] S. Tomiczková, M. Lávička: Computer-aided descriptive geometry. in:
Computers in the schools. Taylor and Francis, 2013, pp. 48–60.
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VORONOI’S CONJECTURE FOR CONTRACTIONS
OF DIRICHLET-VORONOI CELLS
Attila Végh
Department of Mathematics, Kecskemt College

Subject: Dirichlet-Voronoi cell, Voronoi polyhedron, parallelotope, parallelohedron, Voronoi’s conjecture, Minkowski sum, shadow boundary.
Let P and P ⊕ S(z) be parallelotopes, where S(z) is a segment and ⊕
denotes the Minkowski sum. A. Magazinov proved that Voronoi’s conjecture
holds for the parallelotope P ⊕ S(z), if it holds for the parallelotope P. We
prove that Voronoi’s conjecture is true for the parallelotope P if it is valid for
the parallelotope P ⊕ S(z).
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INTERACTIVE LEARNING MATERIALS WITH DYNAMIC GEOMETRY
BUILDER OR DESTROYER OF GEOMETRIC UNDERSTANDING?
D. Velichová
Institute of Mathematics and Physics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Slovakia

D. Szarková
Institute of Mathematics and Physics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Slovakia

Subject: Geometric understanding, spatial abilities, teaching geometry, dynamic
learning materials.
Mathematics is subject, in which usage of ICT cannot be neglected. Dynamic
mathematical software solutions and computer algebras available on market or as
freeware provide a wide choice of remarkable educational tools suitable for specific
needs of pedagogical process at different levels of educational system. These can bring
a lot of benefits, but a vast damage, if used inappropriately. Therefore, more than ever
before, the role of teachers is not suppressed, rather even stressed by hypermedia usage.
With the new environment they became designers not only of the content and its
delivery, but also ways of practising new material outside the regular educational
process in classroom, in addition to the direct contact educational hours in there.
Often, university students’ expectations of teaching and learning differ from
those of their teachers. Some favour a didactic, materials-centred approach without
teacher’s interventions to the learning process, but many students also expect to be
taught in a transmissive way, following teachers working as researchers investigating
new principles, discovering rules, and introducing new concepts properly based on
results of the performed explorations. University teachers have a vital role to play in
enabling students to challenge their existing intellectual potential and to develop more
appropriate practices for effective learning and practical applicability of acquired
knowledge.
As Bates points out in [1]: „Good teaching may overcome a poor choice in the
use of technology, but technology will never save poor teaching; usually it makes it
worse.”, teaching and learning in higher education is unlikely to be improved simply by
the application of a new technology. Conversely, when ICT is pedagogically integrated
into the course design and adapted for the current environment, it can enable and
support enhanced forms of learning, see Kirkwood, [6]. Therefore, it is extremely
important to evaluate ICT use in the particular pedagogical context in order to
understand how to use it effectively in future course designs.
Scientific discussions went on how to find effective path to promote science and
technology and to increase the interaction between students and teachers, and students
and students, as for example in Graham, West [4]. Science and technology curriculum
should stimulate reflective thinking with the aim of letting students learn in a
meaningful ICT learning environment to become engaged in science and technology, in
order to improve student´ learning performance. ChanLin argued in [3] that the new
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technology of computer science could changes teachers´ research strategies and
students´ learning. High-tech skill development should be closely followed by the use of
integrated multimedia technology including pictures, cartoons, films, sound effects,
characters and pronunciations. Scientific learning is difficult for students if they are just
asked to memorize and recite facts to pass examinations, as declared by King-Dow, [5].
Understanding the tasks and difficulties emerging from their demanding and responsible
role is far more fundamental to the success of a student than the use of ICT per se.
Experiences acquired in teaching basic mathematical subjects Mathematics I and
II, Constructive geometry and Vector analysis at the Slovak University of Technology
in Bratislava using computer algebra system Mathematica and dynamic mathematical
software GeoGebra form the main subject of discussion, core of this presentation.
Examples of developed instructional materials, construction applets for interactive
geometric modelling and short descriptions of basic concept backgrounds with
geometric interpretations will be presented, too.
[1] A. W. Bates: Technology, Open Learning and Distance Education. London:
Routledge.
[2] J. Bukor, P. Csiba, Z. Fehér, J. Gunčaga, L. Jaruska, D. Velichová: GeoGebra in
practise, University of J. Seley in Komárne, 2012, ISBN 978-80-8122-067-8, 157
pp.
[3] L. J. Chan Lin: Perceived importance and manageability of teachers toward the
factors of integrating computer technology into classrooms. In Innovations in
Education and Teaching International, 44(1), pp. 45-55.
[4] C. R. Graham, R. E. West: Five Power ways Technology Can Enhance Teaching
and Learning in Higher Education. In Educational Technology, May-June, 20-27.
[5] S. King-Dow: An intensive ICT-integrated environmental learning strategy for
enhancing student performance. In International Journal of Environmental &
Science Education. Vol. 6, No. 1, January 2011, pp. 39-58.
[6] A. Kirkwood, L. Price: Adaptation for a Changing Environment: Developing
learning and teaching with information and communication technologies. In
IRROD, The International Revue of Research in Open and Distance Learning, Vol
7, No 2(2006).
[7] D. Velichová: Learning and Teaching Strategies in ICT Environment. In XXXI
International Colloquium on the Management of Educational Process, University
of Defence, Brno 2013, ČR, ISBN 978-80-7231-923-7, 8 pp.
[8] D. Velichová: How to Make Mathematics More Entertaining. In XXXII
International Colloquium on the Management of Educational Process, University
of Defence, Brno 2014, ČR, ISBN 978-80-7231-958-9, 6 pp.
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HOW TO DO GEOMETRY MORE FRIENDLY FOR STUDENTS
M. Vojteková, V. Čmelková1
Department of Quantitative Methods and Economic Informatics
Faculty of Operation and Economics of Transport and Communications
University of Žilina in Žilina, Slovakia

Subject: descriptive geometry, geometry education, GeoGebra.
Geometry is one of the oldest sciences. But what is its place in technical education
in Slovakia today? There are many technical programs on universities where geometry
was significantly reduced or completely removed in previous years. Why? Did we get
rid of geometry because it is too difficult for students? Is geometry unnecessary for
engineers? Can computer graphical programs substitute geometrical thinking?

We are happy that geometry keeps its place in students´ education in transport
programs on our Faculty of Operation and Economics of Transport
and Communications at the University of Žilina in Žilina, Slovakia.
A time of teacher´s drawing of the whole construction on a black board had
passed. One of the possibilities to keep geometry alive is using visual methods
in the education and to do geometry more friendly for students. There are many
positive features but negative ones too. Methods of visualization are interesting
for students, they improve the imagination, but there is a danger to convert geometry
to “movies” without personal approach.
The aim of our paper is to show our experience in using GeoGebra, PowerPoint
1

Supported by Foundation Visual methods in engineer and teacher education in science
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and other visualization means to elucidate geometry to students, to improve their
orientation in space, to establish a conjunction between the analytic and synthetic
solution, to remove doubts and to make the geometry more attractive. Students
appreciate availability, repeatability and clarity of GeoGebra constructions and
consider them very useful.
[1] V. Čmelková: The aid of GeoGebra to teach and learn descriptive geometry at the
Faculty of Operation and Economics of Transport and Communications at the
University of Žilina in Žilina, Slovakia. Proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Geometry and Graphics. Universität Innsbruck, innsbruck
university press, 2014, p. 18-24. ISBN 978-3-902936-46-2.
[2] V. Čmelková: Cvičenia z geometrie. Žilina : Žilinská univerzita, 2008, ISBN 97880-8070-918-1.
[3] V. Čmelková: GeoGebra a LaTeX v podpore výučby geometrie na Fakulte
prevádzky a ekonomiky dopravy a spojov Žilinskej univerzity v Žiline.
In: Zborník sympózia o počítačovej geometrii SCG´2013. Bratislava: Slovenská
technická univerzita, 2013, p. 50-56. ISBN 978-80-227-4041-8.
[4] V. Čmelková: Blended learning vo výuke geometrie v 1. ročníku Bc štúdia
na FPEDaS ŽU. In: Sborník pŕíspěvků z 30. konference o matematice na VŠTEZ
a 16. konference studentů na VŠTEZ. Praha: Jednota českých matematiků a
fyziků, 2008, p. 31-34. ISBN 978-80-7015-002-3.
[5] GeoGebra, About GeoGebra, Info, http://www.geogebra.org/cms/sk/info [October
2th, 2014]
[6] e vzdelávanie, http://vzdelavanie.uniza.sk/vzdelavanie/ [October 2th, 2014]
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METHODS AND TOOLS FOR TEACHING
OF THE MULTIVIEW ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
L. Vörös
Department of Architectural and Visual Studies, University of Pécs

Subject: descriptive geometry, multiview orthographic projection, axonometric
projection, surveying and topography.
The multiview orthographic projection is the fundamental imagery method of the
technical drawing and a basic topic of the descriptive geometry, teached already in the
primary schools. However it is needed to know lot of theorems related to the spatial
geometric elements and the projective geometry if we want to use it in professional way.
This imagery, connected with the axonometric projection, is the introductory topic of
the descriptive geometry and the usual tool of the development of the space imagination
on different levels of the education. The depicted objects are solids cut by planes from
a cube or prisms, at the beginning of the study of this topic. Pupils and students have to
construct the multiview orthographic projections of solids given in axonometric
projection or this last one based on given orthogonal projections, some of the possible
six images according to the first or third angle projection method [1, 2]. A possible
solution of the observed difficulties during the teaching could be the involvement of
some elements of the surveying or topography.
The AutoCAD program make possible to edit the above solids "in space" in easy
way using some simple commands and developing the spatial imagination again. The
different projections can be seen in view ports in different visual styles. The first and
third angle projection method doesn't cause difficulties regarding the outcome because
the six- six images are the same but in different layout. Different tasks are construable
by the change of the given elements. On higher level, it is a good possibility to develop
the space imagination if we require the rearrangement of the given views according the
prescribed rotations of the solid around the three axes perpendicular to the image planes.
The solutions of the above tasks and the control of these are available in a prefabricated
AutoCAD drawing environment. It is probably possible to find other programs with
free access as well.
[1] M. C. Hawk: Theory and Problems of Descriptive Geometry. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, St. Louis, San Francisco, Toronto, Sydney 1962.
[2] E. G. Paré, R. O. Loving, I. L. Hill, R. C. Paré: Descriptive Geometry. 8th Ed.
Macmillan Publishing Company, New York, Collier Macmillan Canada, Toronto,
Maxwell Macmillan International, New York, Oxford, Singapore, Sydney 1991.
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SHAOLIN - HOME TRAINING FOR STUDENTS
R. Výrut, J. Čepička
Department of Mathematics, University of West Bohemia

Subject: Mathematics, Education
The aim of this presentation is to demonstrate an online system that we
use to motivate students to regularly solve problems in mathematics and in
particular also in geometry, problems are both theoretical and numerical. During the semester, a new problem is open every day and to solve it, students are
give a specific time to solve it, usually at most one week. Answers are automatically evaluated and students are informed about their results. The results
of all students in a course are published. Students therefore gain information
about their performance within the course.
Each problem is valued by certain number of points and the results achieved
contribute to the overall performance in the semester. Students can successively save their answers and return to the tasks repeatedly. In case when the
answer is wrong, students can generate another task in exchange for a smaller
number of points they can get.
Our aim is to prepare problems that are not difficult for solve, but have a
significant added value for students. Experience has shown that this system
is much more popular among students than a classic browsing collections of
solved problems.
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